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Abstract

The ACM curriculum defines Discrete Structures as foundational ma-
terial for computer science; material that the ability to work with is nec-
essary for many other areas of computer science. However a significant
amount of uncertainty remains on how exactly to teach the subject to
computer science undergraduates in a tangible way. This technical report
presents a systematic literature review of the literature relevant to the
teaching of discrete structures and evaluates the findings of the process.
A categorisation of the results is described followed by an analysis of each
category.
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1 Introduction

This technical report describes a system literature review of the teaching of
discrete structures based on the guidelines outlined by Kitchenham [KC07] for
performing systematic literature reviews in software engineering. Our evalu-
ation contains cues from other sources of analysis, such as the meta-analysis
presented by Valentine [Val04]. Rather than containing the entire systematic
literature review process as described by Kitchenham, this report mainly doc-
uments the more in depth parts of the process including definition of search
space, identification of relevant literature, selection of studies, data extraction
and quality assessment. Upon approaching the topic of discrete structures teach-
ing we find that there is a sizeable amount of research in the area spanning over
multiple decades. In order to get a good bearing on the current state of the
area, a systematic literature review can be performed to provide us with a good
foundation.

2 Search Space - Title based filtering

Our initial search space for sources will be the ACM Digital Library. When
displaying results in the ACM Digital Library we have two options; “Sort by”
and “Form”. During the search the “Sort by” field was left at its default setting;
“relevance”, while “Form” was set to “condensed form”, which contains 50 pa-
pers per page with publication date, journal/conference and title. (As opposed
to the default “expanded form” which contains 20 papers per page, publication
date, journal/conference, title and partial abstract).

Beginning with the search terms “Discrete structures” and “Discrete math-
ematics” (referred to our “base terms” henceforth) we assume that the set of
results returned by these queries will be a superset of the set of results returned
by a base search term also including “teaching”, “education” or “learning”.

2.1 Search Term Cut-off Points

The following criteria was used for selecting papers;

• Papers not including any of the terms “Discrete Math”, “Discrete Struc-
tures” or “Discrete Mathematics” in their title will be filtered / ignored.

• Each page of condensed form search results contains 50 papers, as such,
the search will be stopped upon reaching a page of results containing two
or less accepted papers.
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Papers not meeting the criteria will not be shown in results. It should be noted
that the majority of results for our base terms are related to education, which
allows us to more leniently accept papers based on title alone, giving us a better
a chance of finding relevant papers that only describe their applicability in the
abstract.

On the availability of sources, a paper is considered “Available” if there is
a direct or indirect link to download a full version of the paper on the site on
which on the result was found.

2.2 Base Term Results - Title Based

2.2.1 “Discrete Structures”

Page Reach Papers Inspected Total Accepted Total Available
2 100 18 14

Sources:
[Ber76, DRT75, Pra76, Nef10, WW06, TM74, Mau06, Wax75,
Fle85, EJ73, Mar84, YGM73, Hei93, GEEH09, DV04, LL06,
Fla07, Mar89]

2.2.2 “Discrete Mathematics”

Page Reach Papers Inspected Total Accepted Total Available
4 200 55 52

Sources:
[Mar00, Noh07, Fle93, AHH+06, Pag03, CH05, Kro07, Set09,
McG02, Buc05, ZJ10, Mar89, Bro93, GEEH09, Sid86, MH08,
Sta09, Ber97, Mar05, Rau08, HM06, EHM00, SS05, Gol04,
Wai92, SW93, HE09, War95, Oli04, BMW04, Mar06, MH04,
Hen90, Bri93, HR05, Lev90, Kob98, Kos00, Mic92, LL06, DV04,
Nef10, HD07, Sut05, Pio06, GH05, WW06, Mau06, BSHV00,
JJK03, HDH06, Hen07, Ber76, DRT75, Fle85]

2.2.3 “Discrete Mathematics” and “Discrete Structures” common
results

Sources:
[Ber76, GEEH09, Mau06, Nef10, Mar89, LL06, WW06, DV04,
DRT75, Fle85]

Upon inspection of titles, it can be seen that almost all of the papers fetched
are related to the teaching of discrete structures/mathematics. It is also evident
that “Discrete Mathematics” is a more popular name for the subject.

2.3 Inclusion / Exclusion of “Teaching”, “Education” or
“Learning”

As assumed, the inclusion of these terms did not reveal many extra sources,
but there were a small amount of new papers discovered. “Total new” denotes
number of papers which have no parent term, i.e. were not previously found
when using either base term.
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2.3.1 “Discrete Structures Teaching”

Page Papers Total Total
Reach Inspected New

3 150 14 2

Parent Term: Sources:

“Discrete Structures” [YGM73, TM74, EJ73]
“Discrete Mathematics” [SS05, Lev90, Pag03, McG02]
Both [DV04, Nef10, GEEH09, LL06, BMW04]
None [SWR05, MAR07]

2.3.2 “Discrete Structures Education”

Page Papers Total Total
Reach Inspected New

3 150 11 1

Parent Term: Sources:

“Discrete Structures” None
“Discrete Mathematics” [Pag03, McG02, BMW04, Mar05, AHH+06]
Both [DV04, Nef10, WW06, LL06, Mau06]
None [SWR05]

2.3.3 “Discrete Structures Learning”

Page Papers Total Total
Reach Inspected New

1 50 2 0

Parent Term: Sources:

“Discrete Structures” None
“Discrete Mathematics” [SS05, HE09]
Both None
None None

It should be noted that many papers are common between the inclusion of
“Teaching”, “Education” and “Learning”.

2.3.4 “Discrete Mathematics Teaching”

Page Papers Total Total
Reach Inspected New

3 150 30 1
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Figure 1: Proportional Diagram of Overlapping Results for Discrete Structures
Terms
DS: “Discrete Structures”, DM: “Discrete Mathematics”, DS Terms: “Discrete Structures” +
“teaching”, “education” and “learning”.

Parent Term: Sources:

“Discrete Structures” None
“Discrete Mathematics” [ZJ10, CH05, Sta09, Noh07, HR05, Set09,

Lev90, War95, EHM00, JJK03, GH05, BMW04,
McG02, HDH06, Pio06, Buc05, HD07, SS05,
Gol04, Hen07, Bro93, Pag03, Sut05, AHH+06,
Mar00]

Both [GEEH09, LL06, DV04, Nef10]
None [MAR07]

2.3.5 “Discrete Mathematics Education”

Page Papers Total Total
Reach Inspected New

5 250 24 1

Parent Term: Sources:

“Discrete Structures” None
“Discrete Mathematics” [Pag03, HM06, MH04, AHH+06, Rau08, Gol04,

SS05, Mar06, Mar00, McG02, Mar05, CH05,
HR05, BMW04, Pio06, Sut05, GH05, Buc05]

Both [DV04, Nef10, WW06, LL06, GEEH09]
None [SWR05]

2.3.6 “Discrete Mathematics Learning”

Page Papers Total Total
Reach Inspected New

4 200 21 1
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Figure 2: Proportional Diagram of Overlapping Results for Discrete Mathemat-
ics Terms
DS: “Discrete Structures”, DM: “Discrete Mathematics”, DM Terms: “Discrete Mathematics”
+ “teaching”, “education” and “learning”.

Parent Term: Sources:

“Discrete Structures” None
“Discrete Mathematics” [HE09, McG02, SS05, CH05, HD07, Pio06,

GH05, Kro07, Mar06, Oli04, JJK03, Sut05,
HDH06, Set09, AHH+06, Mar00, Buc05, Pag03]

Both [LL06, WW06]
None [MAR07]

As can be seen, the effect of adding on “teaching”, “education” or “learning”
to the base search times has a negligible effect on results, turning up only 2
papers that were missed in the initial search.

2.3.7 Other Sources

The ACM Digital Library has an option to search “The Guide” which is a
collection of bibliographic citations and abstracts of works published by both
ACM and other publishers. It contains over 1.2 million citations from over
3,000 publishers, enabling a larger search space. The following are the results
of extending our search into “The Guide” using the same criteria as before.
However, results not in the ACM Digital Library do not provide direct links to
the text and as such a small amount are unavailable. In addition to this, many
books are returned in a search.

The following new papers were found in “The Guide” and not previously in
the ACM Digital Library:

Sources:
[Li08, Xiu09]

Another port of call when it comes to searching for anything is a general
web search engine - Google specifically. However, it must be taken into con-
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sideration that many results returned when using such a search engine will not
be relevant and / or academically published. In order to remedy this, more
precise search terms must be used in order to find websites with [links to] more
relevant publications. As such, the base terms were only ever queried along
with either “teaching”, “education” or “learning”. All queries were done as in-
dividual words and also as complete phrases. Due to the ambiguity of results
returned, clarity in the nature of results returned appeared to decrease around
the 5th page of results. Many papers returned were already discovered in the
ACM searches, while a significant number of results were actually lectures and
course work from different courses in different institutions. Another number of
results were in article format but unpublished and / or unrelated.

2.3.8 Final Paper List - According to Title based filtering

This list is contained at the end of this document under the “Title Filtered
Sources” section.

3 Further Filtering - Abstract Based

3.1 Motivation

Papers whose abstracts don’t mention key words such as “course”, “teaching”,
“education” or “learning” will be filtered out. Unless the abstract gives us
reason to believe the full paper pertains to the teaching of discrete structures -
be it a new course, new approach, analysis of curricula or otherwise - it will be
excluded.

3.2 Results - Abstract Based

3.2.1 Final Paper List - According to Abstract based filtering

Sources:
[Mar00, SS05, SW93, BMW04, Mar06, HR05, Lev90, Sut05,
Pio06, Mau06, HDH06, Hen07, Noh07, Fle93, AHH+06, DV04,
Li08, Xiu09, SWR05, JJK03, MAR07, Hei93, Wax75, Mar84,
TM74, Ber76, Pra76, Ber97, WW06, BSHV00, Nef10, LL06,
Bri93, Hen90, War95, Wai92, Pag03, Sid86, GEEH09, Bro93,
Buc05, Mar89, ZJ10, CH05, Kro07, Set09, McG02]

The main reason for rejection was the nature of the paper (e.g. book review,
poster and discussion sessions, overly technical papers, documentation) rather
than the content.

4 Analysis

4.1 Precision and Recall

In order to measure the exactness and completeness of our search for sources
we can calculate the precision and recall associated with each search term.
Precision is defined as the number of relevant documents retrieved by a search
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divided by the total number of documents retrieved by that search, while recall
is defined as the number of relevant documents retrieved by a search divided
by the total number of existing relevant documents (which should have been
retrieved). We will calculate the precision and recall values for each search term
on both sets of papers; Titled filtered and Abstract filtered.

In the following tables our searching terms are abbreviated to their associ-
ated acronyms, e.g. “Discrete Structures” is DS while “Discrete Mathematics
Education” is DM+E.

4.1.1 Precision and Recall for Title Filtered Papers

Total Relevant: 67

Search Term Retrieved Relevant Precision Recall
DS 100 18 0.18 0.269
DM 200 55 0.275 0.821
DS+T 150 14 0.0934 0.209
DM+T 150 30 0.2 0.448
DS+E 150 11 0.0734 0.164
DM+E 250 24 0.096 0.358
DS+L 50 2 0.04 0.0299
DM+L 200 21 0.105 0.313

4.1.2 Precision and Recall for Abstract Filtered Papers

Total Relevant: 47

Search Term Retrieved Relevant Precision Recall
DS 100 13 0.13 0.277
DM 200 38 0.19 0.787
DS+T 150 12 0.08 0.255
DM+T 150 25 0.1667 0.532
DS+E 150 10 0.0667 0.213
DM+E 250 18 0.072 0.383
DS+L 50 1 0.02 0.0213
DM+L 200 17 0.085 0.362

This analysis gives us a clear indication that the strongest search term for
finding relevant and useful sources was definitely “Discrete Mathmatics”, for
both sets of papers.

4.2 Chronological Differences

Observing figure 3 we see that the term “Discrete Structures” is clearly not
used as much as “Discrete Mathematics” when it comes to discussing the topic.
However “Discrete Structures” was seemingly more prevalent in the early years.

4.3 Publication Differences

The following table is a breakdown of the title filtered papers according to the
search term used and the place of publishing. Papers which are shared between
different search terms are weighted accordingly in order to give a total of 67.
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Figure 3: Citations and Search Terms Versus Time
DS: “Discrete Structures”, DM: “Discrete Mathematics”, D Terms: “Discrete Mathematics
/ Structures” + “teaching”, “education” and “learning”, Other: As discussed in section 2.3.7

Discrete Discrete
Place Structures Mathematics Other
ACM-SE 0 1 0
CCSC 0 2 0
CSC 0.5 1.5 0
FIE 0 1 0
ICFP 0 1 0
ITiCSE 0 4 0
JCSC 1 11 0
JERIC 0 4 0
SIGACT News 0 3 0
SIGCSE 7.5 14.5 2
SIGCSE Bulletin 3 5 0
SIGITE 0 1 0
SIGPLAN 0 1 0
SODA 1 0 0
ETCS 0 0 1
ICYCS 0 0 1

As can be seen, there is a correlation between where papers are published
between the search terms, but “Discrete Structures” results are too sparse to
properly analyse this.
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5 Categorisation

Having acquired our set of sources the next step is categorisation. Each paper
will be evaluated under each of the following headings; “Distribution of Discrete
Structures Course Content”, “What, Why and When Students Should Learn
Discrete Structures”, “Data Structures and Discrete Structures Crossover”,
“Programming in Discrete Structures” and finally “Novel Teaching Methods”.
It should be noted that a small set of papers did not fall under any category
and are contained within section 5.3.

5.1 Categorical Break Down

Category Sources Total
Distribution of Course
Content

[Ber76, TM74, BMW04, Fle93, Nef10,
Bro93, BSHV00]

7

What, Why and When
Students Should Learn

[Ber76, BMW04, Pio06, HDH06,
Mau06, SW93, Mar06, Mar00, Mar89,
GEEH09, Pra76, Bro93, Wax75, War95,
AHH+06, LL06, BSHV00]

17

Data Structures and
Discrete Structures
Crossover

[DV04, Set09, Mar84, Ber97, MAR07,
Pag03, Ber76, Sid86, Wai92, LL06,
WW06, BSHV00]

12

Programming in Dis-
crete Structures

[Set09, CH05, Lev90, HR05, Mar84,
Ber97, Hei93, MAR07, Xiu09, Noh07,
Hen90, Bri93, Wai92, McG02, SWR05,
WW06]

16

Novel Teaching Meth-
ods

[CH05, SW93, Sut05, Ber97, HR05,
Kro07, Buc05, Nef10, ZJ10, Li08,
Xiu09, Noh07, Hen90, Bri93, AHH+06,
Wai92, SWR05, WW06]

18

5.2 Categorical Discussion

The following is a discussion of each category citing multiple examples from
each set of papers belonging to the different categories.

5.2.1 Distribution of Course Content

The concept of dissolving discrete structures and moving its individual com-
ponents into the courses they belong to ties into our other category of “Data
Structures and Discrete Structures Crossover”. For example, moving logic into
software verification or formal methods while moving all study of trees and
graphs into data structures. This idea appears across a large time span, from
Berztiss, Tremblay and Manohar [Ber76, TM74] in the 70’s to Fleury and Neff
[Fle93, Nef10] in the 90’s and 2000’s. It is highlighted quite frequently that one
of the main ideas of teaching students discrete structures is to prepare them for
more theoretical content they meet in courses later on [Mar00, Mar89], which
brings up the question that if computer science majors are finding the content
too difficult or aimless so early on in their studies, why not push it back to
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“where it belongs”? With Tremblay and Manohar [TM74] for example, count-
ing techniques, permutations and probability are omitted from their discrete
structures course (although part of the curriculum) as they are covered in other
courses. A more novel approach is taken specifically by Neff [Nef10]. Parts
of the discrete structures course are outsourced and the subject is then taught
with an approach of rather than “Here’s the tools, you’ll need them sometime”,
it says “Here’s a computer science problem we need to solve, what tools do we
need to solve it?”.

5.2.2 What, Why and When Students Should Learn

These questions are three that are discussed quite frequently across many pa-
pers. It is acknowledged that discrete structures is just a basis for the more
specialised computer science topics which students don’t encounter for quite
some time [Ber76]. This is one of the main reasons why these questions are
asked so frequently. Timing and duration of the subject is a significant concern
[Mar00], if the course is later on for students does that justify increased com-
plexity? Marion [Mar89] draws us back to our previous point about dismantling
the subject, but instead segments the course rather than completely dissolving
it. This would seem to allow an easier introductory course for discrete struc-
tures and a subsequently more in-depth course later on when students are more
experienced. But the appreciation of the subject is always a problem early on
[GEEH09], and the idea of “Why are we teaching something that students [be-
lieve they] may never use?” does rear its head. If discrete structures is to serve
as a basis for the wide variety of more in-depth computer science modules that
students meet in later years, it should justify its existence by demonstrating its
necessity and application.

5.2.3 Data Structures and Discrete Structures

In line with the category of “Programming in Discrete Structures”, another no-
ticeable feature of many of the papers reviewed is an apparent crossover between
topics covered in discrete structures and data structures (CS2). From reading
the curriculum for discrete structures [ACM08] we immediately notice that the
most obvious crossovers been discrete structures and data structures are graphs
and trees, such a crossover (as well as some others) are hinted at by Decker and
Ventura [DV04]. Granted the context in which these are meant to be studied
are different between the two subjects but nevertheless this does give us some
evidence that discrete structures may not be as coherent as we may like. Look-
ing at some of the papers discussed previously in relation to programming in
discrete structures courses [Set09, Mar84, Ber97, MAR07], the concept of cod-
ing up actual algorithms and running them is very similar to the way in which
data structures are studied. Showing a student a structure (such as a linked list)
and then asking them to implement one is a similar process to giving a student
the definition of list and concatenation of a list and then implementing this in
a functional language, as with Page [Pag03]. There is a substantial amount of
coupling between data structures and discrete structures when evaluating per-
formance and course effectiveness [Ber76, Sid86, Pag03, DV04], and as a result
it is evident that this relationship should be investigated further.
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Figure 4: Citations and Categorisations Versus Time

5.2.4 Programming in Discrete Structures

A number of papers describe curricula that involve programming or coding up
of a discrete structures related problem. This approach, by Setzer [Set09] for
example, can demonstrate some real world examples and aid students in seeing
the applicability of what they’re being taught and motivate them to excel at
the course work. With work by Cigas and Hsin [CH05], we see the introduc-
tion of a specification for problems; one of the primary applications of the logic
learned in discrete structures. The idea of determining an algorithm based on
the specification and then trying it out in an applet appears to be something
that would be quite beneficial for a student trying to understand the motivations
behind the course. Again with Martin [Mar84] we see students being given the
chance to actually implement an algorithm of their choice which they learned in
their discrete structures course, enforcing their understanding of the material.
Looking at work by Berry [Ber97], we see a more advanced application of cod-
ing involving the use of the multi-paradigm language Scheme. As a language
which contains elements of functional programming there is already a clear link
between this approach and the functions aspect of discrete structures. Simi-
larly with Hein [Hei93], we see the use of FP, ML and Prolog to teach students
discrete structures concepts. But with some of these approaches we do drift
towards more formal and complex abstractions, which do tend to confuse less
experienced students. McMaster et al. [MAR07] do draw the conclusion that
teaching discrete structures with programming does make it easier for students
(at least for those students who already know how to program). Implementing
a theory learned in discrete structures as a program does require a full under-
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standing of it, rather than the regurgitation of a rote learned mathematical
proof. However, it is important not to turn discrete structures into another
programming course as the goal of the subject is not to improve knowledge of a
programming language [ACM08]. The main goal of discrete structures cannot
be overlooked forever by covering it up with an easy to understand language
as sometime or another in future subjects students will have to face cold hard
algebra with new notation; there is no avoiding it.

5.2.5 Novel Teaching Methods

Finally, in response to the uncertainties of educating students on discrete struc-
tures a number of novel teaching methods are described for us. For example,
with Berry, Cigas and Hsin [CH05, Ber97] visual tools are often a lot less scary
when introducing a student to something as [potentially] complex as discrete
structures. Exploitation of a student’s familiarity with programming is also
an interesting way to tackle teaching problems; as students may be a lot more
comfortable in a software engineering setting than in a pure mathematical one
(in which discrete structures is sometimes presented). The approach taken by
Krone [Kro07] is also quite interesting as often times new notation can catch
people out when attempting to learn a new concept. A simple reinforcement
of exactly what a symbol means can uncloud a problem for a student, allowing
them to focus on understanding the theory rather than the theory’s represen-
tation. The collaborative approach discussed by Buchele [Buc05] does take a
more traditional pen and paper approach but the increased student engagement
can certainly be seen as a beneficial. Collaborative homework also enables min-
gling of those who understand certain concepts and those who don’t, in a sense
making the education of a concept somewhat “viral”. The problem-directed ap-
proach of Neff [Nef10] is certainly very different from many of the other courses
discussed and does do a lot to tackle the appreciation and motivation problems
with discrete structures. Finally, the computer science-friendly method by Zeng
and Jiang [ZJ10] builds on the foundation of staying in a student’s comfort zone
when introducing a new idea. This appears to ease students into the formality
of certain areas of discrete structures.

5.3 Evaluation of Course Success

Given that a very large number of papers discuss some kind of discrete structures
course it is important to analyse the ways in which these courses are evaluated.
Notably, it appears that statistics in some cases can be quite sparse when it
comes to discrete structures. With Martin [Mar84] for example, a set of 20
students may not tell us as much as a set of 100 students would when it comes
to certain questions. Going by statistics alone, in taking radical approaches
such as scattering discrete structures course content to later on modules we
effectively move into unknown territory. For this reason, it is necessary to
collect a significant amount of statistics for a wide variety of approaches taken
to teaching the subject. Having said that, there does exist some more sizeable
data sets such as those discussed by Decker and Ventura [DV04], Page [Pag03]
and Sidbury [Sid86], each analysing the final grades for students. As well as
these grade based statistics there also exists some student survey type course
evaluations as presented by Martin [Mar84] and Buchele [Buc05] which provide
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more anecdotal type feedback on courses. This anecdotal type evaluation is a lot
stronger in some papers than in others, sometimes with just a sentence or two
given for student thoughts on a course [Ber76, Kro07, MAR07, TM74]. There
appears to be quite some variety in course evaluation techniques and as a result
it is difficult to know what to expect in terms of course outcome analysis.

Following on from this, we can breakdown the set of papers that contain
course evaluation into three evaluation sub-categories: “Grade Based Statis-
tics”, “Survey Based Statistics”, “Anecdotal Feedback”;

Category Sources Total
Grade Based Statistics [Pag03, Pio06, Sid86, DV04, Xiu09,

JJK03, McG02]
7

Survey Based Statistics [Mar84, Wai92, Sut05, Mar06, SS05,
SW93, Buc05]

7

Anecdotal Feedback [Ber76, Hen07, HR05, Kro07, MAR07,
TM74, Li08, Bro93, Hen90, Bri93,
SWR05]

11

6 Concluding Remarks

In this report we presented a systematic literature review of the teaching of
discrete structures. An analysis of the results discovered in the review was
described followed by the categorisation of each source paper into any number
of six named categories. The process has brought into light a number of different
aspects of the topic of discrete structures teaching.

7 Epilogue

The Educational Resources Information Centre (ERIC) collection is the world’s
largest digital library of multi-disciplinary education literature. Although the
ACM library is far more likely to house papers related to this work, we have
recently extended the review to include the ERIC collection. However, given
that the topic of discrete structures is not only taught to computer science
students but also to other undergraduate mathematics students and high-school
students, it was envisaged that many of the papers found in the collection on
teaching discrete structures would relate to a different student body and thus
not be relevant here. The search terms used and the papers found are outlined
in 7.0.1. In addition to the standard search terms, given the multi-disciplinary
nature of the ERIC collection, the terms “Discrete Structures and Computer
Science” and “Discrete Mathematics and Computer Science” were included.
An analysis of the papers found in ERIC revealed only four new unique papers
related to this study; confirming our hypothesis that ERIC was an unlikely
repository for publications in this area.

Three of the papers are suitable for inclusion in the novel teaching meth-
ods category. As with Buchele [Buc05], both Hagelgans [Hag98] and Bravaco
and Simonson [BS04], use collaborative learning approaches to improve student
learning of discrete mathematics. In the former case, second year computer
science and mathematics students worked in collaborative groups using the DE-
RIVE programming language. The author found that students had a positive
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perception of the class and had improved problem-solving skills. The latter
study relates also to the relationship between discrete mathematics and data
structures. The authors describe the use of a learning community that utilised
seminars to act as a link between data structures and discrete mathematics.
The students used this medium to investigate how mathematics is used to for-
malise computer science, and how computer science can be used as a tool to
explore mathematics. Students provided positive written evaluations for this
approach. The third paper in this category describes an approach to teaching
discrete mathematics in context by using examples from topics within computer
science such as artificial intelligence and software agents [Oxl10]. The author
provides numerous examples of the application of discrete mathematics to com-
puter science topics, but no evaluation of this approach is given.

The final paper, by Galpin and Sanders [GS07], outlines a study on the per-
ceptions of first year computer science students on a variety of topics, including
the relationship between computer science and mathematics. Interestingly, they
found that fewer students thought that there was strong relationship between
the two disciplines at the end of first year than at the start of first year. The
authors explain that the majority of students taking computer science in first
year also take multiple continuous mathematics courses and propose that the
lack of connection between the disciplines is more likely caused by these addi-
tional continuous courses rather than the discrete mathematics course in the
CS program. This is worth consideration with regards to when students should
study discrete mathematics, as not introducing students to the topic in first year
could result in students perceiving mathematics not to be important in CS.

7.0.1 Review of the ERIC collection

Search Term Papers Found Total Accepted Total Available
DS 68 2 2

DS and Teaching 14 0 0
DS and Learning 26 1 1

DS and Education 38 1 1
DS and Computer Science 4 1 1

DM 357 5 5
DM and Teaching 109 0 0
DM and Learning 124 1 1

DM and Education 285 2 2
DM and Computer Science 32 3 3
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